Peg and Pog

Welcome to Peg and Pog, an immersive play adventure that
helps children build early vocabulary and become familiar
with the world around them. Build animated scenes full of
characters, animals, and objects with over 170 words and a
choice of 5 languages. Pretend play at a birthday party, travel
into space, play dress up with hundreds of possible outfits, and
much more!

How to play

Build and interact with each scene by dragging and dropping
characters, animals and objects. Think and talk about where
objects and characters go: the astronauts go in the rocket; the
octopus goes in the sea; the food goes in the shopping basket.
Tap on a character, animal or object to listen to the word and
hear its sound. To see how the words are spelled and sound, tap
on the slideshow button.

Ocean

Take a deep breath and meet some creatures that live in the
ocean.
In the app
Try moving the animals to the surface to see what happens. The
submarine periscope will activate if it is near the surface. Peg
and Pog can only hold their breathe for so long!
To talk about
Some of the creatures need to surface to breathe and others
need to stay underwater. What other sea creatures do you know
already? Point out some features of creatures that live on land
like us, and creatures that live in the sea. Why are Peg and Pog
wearing flippers? What is a snorkel for?

Polar explorers

Meet the animals that live in some of the coldest regions of the
world and let a perky penguin help you out along the way.
In the app
Don’t forget to let go of the perky penguin when you are
launching him at the ice. Tap the husky to stop or start.
To talk about
Which animals do you know already? Why are Peg and Pog
dressed up like that? How do you think the animals stay warm?
Talk about how the colour of the animals can help them survive.
Did you know that penguins live in the Antarctic and polar bears
live in the Arctic? Pete the perky penguin must have travelled a
long way to help out!

Space travellers

Travel with Peg and Pog as they journey into space.
In the app
In outer space, touch the rocket to stop or start.
To talk about
Do you know your numbers up to 10? Can you say them
backwards? Have a go at joining in with the countdown then try
to do it without the sound.
Talk about things you can see in the sky during the day, and
what you can see at night.
Pretend you are an astronaut floating in space like Cosmo, or
walking on the Moon.

Bedroom

Rise and shine! It’s time to help Peg and Pog tidy their bedroom,
or not!
In the app
Place the rocket in the middle of the rug to make it go higher.
Tap the radio to listen to some music.
To talk about
Try figuring out which toys fit on which shelves and which ones
don’t. Then try to see if you figured it out correctly.

Dressing up

Peg and Pog just love dressing up. Pick out some new outfits
and disguises for them, then take a photo. But where is Cosmo?
In the app
Change hairstyle by tapping on Peg or Pog’s hair. Tap the
camera button to take a photo. Watch out for Cosmo!
To talk about
How do you think Peg and Pog feel about the items you have
picked out for them?
Are they happy or sad when you take a photo? Guess if Cosmo
will show up, and if so, what do you think he will be wearing?
Try to dress Peg and Pog for going to bed or going to a birthday
party. And better still, why not join in all the fun with your own
dressing up box?

Savannah

Meet some of the animals that live on the African savannah as
Peg and Pog fly in a hot-air balloon.
In the app
When Cosmo appears, tap on him to stop or start. You can make
it rain by tapping on a cloud.
To talk about
You may know some of these animals already, but are there any
you didn’t know? Can you guess what sound they make? Which
is your favourite animal noise? Did you know that the cheetah is
the fastest land animal in the world?

Store

Time to pick up a few groceries from the local store.
In the app
Please keep the place tidy and don’t forget to turn the radio on
for some atmosphere!
To talk about
What foods do you recognise from your local store? Which
foods don’t you know? Go shopping for breakfast, a picnic or a
birthday party, but be careful not to forget anything.

Birthday party

It’s Pinki’s birthday! Tap on Cosmo to play or stop the music.
Drag and drop the instruments onto the characters and they will
play along to the music.
The characters can be made to eat and drink by carefully
placing the food and drink. Yes, just as in real life, it is perhaps
not the best idea to drink and eat at the same time as dancing!
In the app
If the stage is busy, use the loud speakers above to start or stop
the music. Don’t forget the bubble machine and watch out for
some awesome guitar playing!
To talk about
What other instruments do you know? Talk about the music. Is it
fast? Is it slow? How does it make you feel?
Have a go at clapping in time to the music.
Why not copy your favourite character and join in the fun
yourself?

Why not?

Why not try another language? Starting to learn
another language can very rewarding and great
fun too.
In your control panel you can easily change the
spoken language by visiting the Settings section.

Control Panel

To access your control panel first open up the app on your
device. On the title screen you will find the ‘Parents’ button on
the top left. Tap the button and follow the instructions on the
‘Parental Gate’.
Preferences
In the control panel you can change your preferences for sounds
and spoken languages.
Keep in touch
You can keep up to date with the latest app news by signing up
for our occasional newsletter, or by following us on Facebook,
Pinterest or Twitter.
We love to hear from parents, so please reach out to us through
our website. If you like our app, please take moment to leave a
review in the App Store. Thank you!
Have fun! Ken Rutherford, CEO
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